
FRILP is an application to �nd trusted service profes-
sionals and businesses through referrals from 
people you trust. 

Frilp is powered by proprietary graph intelligence 
engine (PARSE) and a data discovery tool (iRecom-
mend). These facilitate instant discovery of right 
friends and colleagues who could help you with 
their recommendation and generate a curated list of 
trusted business which you can use.

blog.frilp.com

TEAM

w w w.turingresearch.com

www.frilp.com

APPLICATION

INTELLIGENCE DATA

beta.frilp.com

An Application for exchanging 
word of mouth referrals 
between your trusted friends 
and colleagues in real-time.

FRILP

A Proprietary algorithm 
performing graph partitioning 

and semantic analysis to 
recommend the right friends 

for your speci�c need. 

A data discovery tool deployed in 
5 IT campuses, to enable veri�ed 
IT employees to recommend 
businesses they trust.

parse.frilp.com
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Number of days since Beta launch (Jan 15) 
Number of Registered Beta users 
Number of Curated Businesses recommended in FRILP
Number of IT Campuses FRILP is currently present in 
(Infosys, Cognizant, TCS, Accenture, GlobalScholar){ }

frilp.com/invest 

Shyam GoldmanSachs, NY
Founder of 20L Crowd Sourced 
NGO Fund

Operations, Strategy

Senthil ex-Product Manager of 
$14 Mil Web Product @ GlobalScholar
Early member of $Mil start-up

Product, Marketing

Raja ex-Architect
10 Yrs Enterprise Exp, Cognizant

Engineering & Architecture

Anish Research Fellow, Oklahoma State Univ
MS (CS), CIT

Engineering & Implementation

Aravind TopCoder
BE (CS), CEG

Engineering & Implementation

Ramnath 4 Yrs of Algo Exp
MS (CS), IIT M

Analytics and Recommendation Algorithm (PARSE)

Aravindan UX-UI Designer
Mobile Group, Cognizant
MS - Vis Com

Web and Mobile UI/UX

invest@turingresearch.com

PAIN POINTS

VALUE PROP

Increasing noise in current reviews/recommenda-
tions on internet

Anonymous users giving the reviews

No structured way of discovering information 
most suited to you

Helping users discover businesses through trusted 
channel of friends, colleagues or community 
members

Lifestyle and experiential preferences are inher-
ently taken care by getting the recommendation 
from the user’s network

Creating a channel of highly quali�ed leads for 
businesses and enable them to o�er quotes with-
out intruding into privacy. 

Help businesses to be discovered by potential 
customers, at a time when the probability of 
conversion is high.


